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Significant Events in Population Genomics 
2003 - 2007

• Major advances in common disease genetics





“Genome Wide Association”
Approach to Common Disease:

The View from 2003
• Identify all 10 million common SNPs
• Collect 1000 cases and 1000 controls
• Genotype all DNAs for all SNPs
• That adds up to 20 billion genotypes
•• At 50 cents a genotype, thatAt 50 cents a genotype, that’’s $10 billion for s $10 billion for 

each disease each disease –– completely out of the questioncompletely out of the question





Progress in Genotyping
Technology
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Genome Wide Association 
Approach to Common Disease:

The View from 2007
• Identify an optimum set of 300,000 tag SNPs
• Collect 1000 cases and 1000 controls
• Genotype all DNAs for all SNPs
• That adds up to 600 million genotypes
•• Genotyping just dropped to $0.0012, so thatGenotyping just dropped to $0.0012, so that’’s s 

$800,000 for each disease$800,000 for each disease
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2007:  Genome-wide association works!



Significant Events in Population Genomics 
2003 - 2007

• Major advances in common disease genetics
• A new paradigm for data sharing





NIH Guiding Principle

The greatest public benefit will be 
realized if data from GWAS are made 
available, under terms and conditions 
consistent with the informed consent 
provided by individual participants, in a 
timely manner to the largest possible 
number of investigators.





Significant Events in Population Genomics 
2003 - 2007

• Major advances in common disease genetics
• A new paradigm for data sharing
• Developing approaches to speed up functional 

genomics 



Initial Genome-Wide Association Study

Additional populations/health disparities

Sequencing interesting regions to find causative variants

Functional analysis

Translation
- Diagnostics
- Therapeutics

Data Analysis



The Multiple Genomes Project 
(MultiGen)

• Plan is to sequence ~1000 genomes from 11 
different populations at ~2 - 4x coverage, over 2 
years, with new technology, and immediate 
public release of data

• Will go even deeper in exons
• Goal is to identify nearly all variants with 

frequency of the minor allele greater than 1% 
(down to 0.2% in exons)





Significant Events in Population Genomics 
2003 - 2007

• Major advances in common disease genetics
• A new paradigm for data sharing
• Developing approaches to speed up functional 

genomics
• Early indications that genomics may be highly 

relevant to health disparities in common disease





Prostate Cancer



Association of DG8S737 “Allele – 8”
with Prostate Cancer
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Significant Events in Population Genomics 
2003 - 2007

• Major advances in common disease genetics
• A new paradigm for data sharing
• Developing approaches to speed up functional 

genomics 
• Early indications that genomics may be highly 

relevant to health disparities in common disease
• Appreciation of need for better assessment of E and 

GxE



Genes and Environment Initiative

EXPOSURE BIOLOGY 
PROGRAM

Identify genetic 
variants

GENETICS PROGRAM

GXEDevelop technology 
and biomarkers 

• GWA Studies
• Data Analysis
• Replication
• Sequencing

• Database
• Function
• Translation

• Diet
• Physical Activity
• Environmental Exposures
• Psychosocial Stress and 

Addictive Substances



Gene Environment Association 
(GENEVA) Studies

Premature birthU of IowaMurray, Jeffrey
Dental cariesU of PittsburghMarazita, Mary

Birth weight/
maternal glycemia

Northwestern ULowe, William
Type 2 diabetesHarvard UHu, Frank
Lung cancerNational Cancer InstCaporaso, Neil
Coronary heart diseaseU of TexasBoerwinkle, Eric
Alcohol addictionWashington UBierut, Laura
Oral cleftsJohns Hopkins UBeaty, Terri

Primary OutcomeInstitutionPrincipal Investigator



Significant Events in Population Genomics 
2003 - 2007

• Major advances in common disease genetics
• A new paradigm for data sharing
• Developing approaches to speed up functional genomics 
• Early indications that genomics may be highly relevant to 

health disparities in common disease
• Appreciation of need for better assessment of E and GxE
• Discussion, but not much resolution, of the need for large 

scale population cohort studies in the U.S.





Other countries are planning large population studies 
of genes, environment, and health -- but those will not 
provide easy access to U.S. investigators, nor address 

U.S. health disparities, environmental exposures, or 
emerging health issues

UK BioBank

BioBank Japan

Iceland study Estonian Genome Project



ESTIMATED AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
REPRESENTATIVE US COHORT

(2000 CENSUS)
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ESTIMATED AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
EXISTING NIH-FUNDED COHORTS
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Significant Events in Population Genomics 
2003 - 2007

• Major advances in common disease genetics
• A new paradigm for data sharing
• Developing approaches to speed up functional genomics 
• Early indications that genomics may be highly relevant to 

health disparities in common disease
• Appreciation of need for better assessment of E and GxE
• Discussion, but not much resolution, of the need for large 

scale population cohort studies in the U.S.
• Introduction of genetic risk factor assessment into 

mainstream medicine – too soon?



Diagnostics

Therapeutic
Developments
• Gene Therapy 
• Drug Therapy

Preventive 
Medicine

Disease with Genetic Component

Time

Accelerated 
by Human

Genome Project
and HapMap

Identify Genetic Risk Variants

Pharmacogenomics









Study to Probe How Healthy Younger Adults 
Make Use of Genetic Tests
Multiplex Initiative Offers Genetic Testing to 
Participants in Metropolitan Detroit

BETHESDA, Md., Fri., May 4, 2007 — The 

National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) and the 
National Cancer Institute (NCI), parts of the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH), have teamed with Group Health 
Cooperative in Seattle and Henry Ford Health System in 
Detroit to launch a study to investigate the interest level of 
healthy, young adults in receiving genetic testing for eight 
common conditions. Called the Multiplex Initiative, the study 
will also look at how people who decide to take the tests will 
interpret and use the results in making their own health care 
decisions in the future. 
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I not only use all the brains I 
have, but all I can borrow.

Woodrow Wilson


